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Intel FPPTPMKIT rack accessory

Brand : Intel Product code: FPPTPMKIT

Product name : FPPTPMKIT

Preventative Maintenance Kit FPPTPMKIT

Intel FPPTPMKIT rack accessory:

Preventative Maintenance Kit for:
- Intel Server Chassis SC5650DP
- Intel Workstation Chassis SC5650WS
- Intel Server Chassis SC5650BRP
- Intel Workstation System SC5650SCWS
- Intel Server System SC5650BCDPR
- Intel Server System SC5650HCBRPR.
Intel FPPTPMKIT. Product colour: Black, Compatibility: Intel SC5650DP, SC5650WS, SC5650BRP,
SC5650SCWS, SC5650BCDPR, SC5650HCBRPR. Export Control Classification Number (ECCN): 4A994.
Status: Discontinued

Features

Product colour * Black
Status Discontinued

Compatibility
Intel SC5650DP, SC5650WS,
SC5650BRP, SC5650SCWS,
SC5650BCDPR, SC5650HCBRPR

Logistics data

Export Control Classification
Number (ECCN) 4A994

Harmonized System (HS) code 8473305100

Other features

ARK ID 51030
Commodity Classification
Automated Tracking System
(CCATS)

NA
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